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The BAY AREA HORSELESS CARRIAGE CLUB
“BAHCC” was founded in 1951 by and for the auto-
mobile antiquarians dedicated to the preservation of
PRE - 1916 ancient motor vehicles.  “BAHCC” is one
of the numerous Regional Groups of the Horseless Car-
riage Club of America “HCCA” which has 4600 mem-
bers nationwide.  “HCCA” membership is required of
all active touring Bay Area Horseless Carriage Club
Members, but is not required for “Associate” members.
New membership into our club is invited.

BAHCC TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR TOUR/
SWAP MEET INFORMATION:  510-835-6069

MEETINGS:  First Wednesday @ 7:30 PM monthly
(except July and December - no meeting) at Piedmont
Community Hall, Piedmont, CA near Piedmont City
Hall.  (Public Phone at the hall:  510-547-9311) April
and November are potluck dinners starting at 6:30 PM.
Guests welcome.  Special presentations at meetings.

BOARD MEETINGS:  Third Wednesday (except
July - no meeting) at various homes.  Members wel-
come.

ADDRESS:  c/o President  PHONE:  c/o President

WEBSITE:  www.BAHCC.org

EDITORS and OTHER NOTES:
The Gazette is published monthly unless otherwise
noted. With touring season underway remember to bring
your cameras and take pictures and submit them to the
editor along with notes or articles.  Tour Chairs please
make sure that you have someone responsible for the
write-ups and pictures for each tour.  THANK YOU in
advance for your contributions.
Please email, fax or send newsletter contributions to
Muriel Lundquist by the 22nd of the month.



President’s Message

The end of summer is approaching and this month we have three super activities.  The first is the monthly club
meeting on Wednesday, September 5 at 7:30.  Meet with us at Silver Palace Restaurant at 6516 Mountain Blvd in
Moraga at 6:30 for dinner if your schedule allows.  Members always offer encouragement at club meetings to us
that have restoration projects.  I have asked a few couples to entertain the group at the September meeting by
telling us how they met as a couple and what their first date was like.  Be sure to attend and get to know fellow
club members a little better.

The second event is History Days at Kelley Park in San Jose on Sunday, September 9.  Numerous antique car
clubs participate in this all-day event.  The working blacksmith shop, early stationary engine displays and vintage
buildings are a small part of the things to enjoy.  You will want to attend with or without your horseless carriage
vehicle.  Final sign-ups will be at the meeting this Wednesday.

Saturday, September 15 is a joint tour with the Santa Clara Horseless Carriage Club.  We will trailer or drive
modern vehicles to Eric Anninger’s home in Gilroy.  Tom Holthaus has a 39 mile tour set up that will be
enjoyable.  We will return to Eric’s to view his automobile collection and current projects and feast on a tri-tip
lunch with all the trimmings.  This is a good activity that you may want to car-pool with other members or
guests.  Maps and final details will be available at the September meeting.  The Santa Clara club has also
extended an invitation for our members to join them on a Honeymoon Tour in October.  Details are in the
following pages.

Last month I discussed the postage rate changes and revealed the Board needed to evaluate the increased costs
and determine if an increase to the dues was necessary.  I am pleased to announce the regional group dues will
remain at $25 and not be increased for 2008.  We discovered the mailing costs can be reduced simply by folding
the Gaslight Gazette in half.  Additionally, many of us will be receiving the newsletter electronically which
further saves postage and a little labor.  Every little bit helps.  Contact Muriel if you would like to try getting the
newsletter by computer.

In August I discussed the recent IRS determination that the HCCA has been granted a 501(c)(3) tax status.  There
may be tax benefits to us in the regional groups.  I have discussed the possibility with the local IRS office and the
National Board is also investigating.  I will present my findings at the September club meeting.  See you
Wednesday.

Don Azevedo

Ben and Erika will be showing
pictures and telling stories (maybe
even some video footage) of their
wedding at the September meeting.



Ice Cream Social Tour
Tri-Tip BBQ Tour

Joint Tour with Santa Clara HCC

We are combining these 3 super tours into one!

Agenda:

Arrive at Eric and Ramona Anninger’s home 9:00-9:30
Leave for 39 mile tour 10:00
Return for BBQ lunch 12:00
Enjoy company and museum afternoon

The Santa Clara Valley Horseless Carriage Club has suggested we combine our
Ice Cream Social and their Gilroy Tri-Tip BBQ Tour into one great event.  We
thought that was a super idea.  We begin the day at the Anninger home in the
east Gilroy foothills.  The view of the valley from Eric’s home worth the trip in
itself!  The tour leaves at 10:00 crisscrossing the Santa Clara Valley on back
country roads and visiting various reservoirs in the area.  The Tri-Tip BBQ with
all the trimmings, prepared by Chef Dave Agaliotas, will be ready for us when
we return to Eric’s home.  We will spend the afternoon drooling over the
horseless carriage vehicles in the Anninger Museum and visiting his work shop.
The museum has just about something for everyone from a fire truck to a funny
car to a collection of unique antique and vintage vehicles.  Bring your appetite
as home-made ice cream will be served after lunch.  Maps to Gilroy will be
available at the September club meeting, or call Don Azevedo (925)427-6624.
Tom Holthaus is organizing the tour with the Santa Clara Horseless Carriage
Club.  This promises to be a delightful day for young and old.  Bring an antique
or modern car or even car-pool with friends.  Just come.  A sign-up will be at the
September club meeting, or call Don Azevedo.





BIRTHDAYS

COSTA Tony 9/1
FORBES Frank 9/1
HOPKINS Clyde 9/6
STANFIELD Wayne 9/9
LUIS Alice 9/11
BLACK Alan 9/16
ORTMAN Bill 9/18
GIBSON Doris Kindberg 9/18
GULARTE Lee 9/20
SILVERA Sharon 9/20
BLACK Anne 9/22
BOYDEN Jean 9/25

ANNIVERSARIES

BANDUCCI Art Doris Sept. 16, 1962
BUTLER Layden Jean Sept. 20, 1986
AZEVEDO Don Joyce 9/21/74
AZEVEDO George Genelle 9/25/45



SCVRGHCCA

HONEYMOON TOUR
(back by popular demand)

October 19, 20, and 21, 2007
(modern car tour)

VISTORIAN GOLD “GETAWAY” PACKAGE
SIERRA DINNER TRAIN, B & B in Jamestown, CA

The weekend package for two includes ride on the Sierra Railroad Dinner Train
from Oakdale (includes your choice of three or four course dinner on the train),

lodging at B & B Victorian Palm Hotel in Jamestown for two nights, and of
course, breakfasts.

* * *
Other planned activities include: Railtown 1897 State Historic Park, Columbia
State Historic Park, California State Mineral and Mining Museum in Mariposa, and
other historic venues in the Mother Lode....maybe some car collections in the
area if anyone knows of any, and yet leave some time for relaxation....

* *
HOW TO MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE TOUR PACKAGE

Call Sierra Railroad at (800) 866-1690 for reservations, be sure and ask for the
Oakdale/Jamestown weekend package, as Sierra RR also does the “Skunk” train
tours in Mendocino. Ask for Sara, if available, as she seems most knowledgeable
about the various options and prices related to our weekend reservations at the
hotel for Friday night (10/19) and Saturday night (10/20). Train ride is 5:00 pm on
Saturday. The price quoted for the “Silver” Dinner tour package is about $419.00
for two for the train ride/dinner (3-course) including tax and tip, and two nights
lodging at the B&B, including breakfasts.  The “Gold” dinner is 4-course,
including champagne and roses for an additional $100.00 for two, with lodging
accommodations the same as for the “Silver” Dinner package.

Then, let the tourmaster know you have signed up for this tour, so we can get a
“headcount” and issue further tour instructions as needed.

*  *
WE LOOK FORWARD TO AN INTERESTING WEEKEND

Any questions............call the tourmaster
Jeremy Wire (408) 395-0386 after 8:00 pm
Or E-mail: jcwire@geo-consultants.com



VOYAGE THROUGH THE
PANAMA CANAL – APRIL 2007

Surprisingly, the Panama Canal is not one of the “man made
wonders of the world”, but if there were a category called
“commercial wonders of the world” the Panama Canal
would rank right at the top of the list.

The Panama Canal is not something that most people think
about, but for some, it is on a “list of things to do” given the
time, money and energy.  In our case, friends asked us to
accompany them on a cruise through the Panama Canal.
Who could say no.

So on a mid April day in 2007, we set off to meet their ship
in Aruba (a tiny island off the Coast of Venezuela.
Christopher Columbus could never have even found Aruba
unless he had GPS).  Aruba is a way point, and like many
islands, caters mostly to tourists.

Since the canal was a full days sailing from Aruba, there was
plenty of time to listen to the on-board discussions of the
history of the Panama Canal prior to arrival at the locks.

An average of 40 ships transverse the canal daily, mostly
freighters.  In our case, the passenger ships trans-position
twice a year in April and October when they sail to and from
Alaska.  Passenger traffic through
the canal is minimal.

At 4:30 AM our ship arrived off of
Colon, Panama on the Gulf of
Mexico, picked up our “canal pilot”
and tugboats, and shortly thereafter
positioned itself at the lower set of
locks, to be in first in line for the
passage at 6:00 AM.

The Gantun Locks on the Gulf of Mexico side consisted of
three identical locks each 1000 feet long and 110 feet wide,
capable of handling today’s large passenger ships, and 67%
of today’s cargo ships.  Ship sizes include the “Panamax”
meaning they can “fit” into the Panama Canal locks.  The

larger supertankers, VLCC and ULCC “very and ultra large
crude carriers) don’t fit, nor do most of the United States navy
fighting ships.  By 2014 nearly all ships excepting the ULCC
can traverse the Panama Canal.

The ship negotiates its own way
into the first lock under its own
power, but as the ship is moving
very slowly, it looses weigh
(e.g. can not steer for itself
(nowadays ships use bow and
midship thrusters to position
themselves, but due to the

minimum clearance inside the lock, the are useless inside the
canal).  “Loosing weigh” is a nautical term to indicate the ship
can’t steer by itself, and this is a common problem (which can
sometimes lead to disaster) unless the ship has enough
forward motion to be able to steer.

Anyway, to keep the ship from crashing
into the dock walls, tugboats on both
sides steadily push the bow, and with a
“toot” “toot” to indicate to one another
which way they are pushing, and how
hard, and which direction the ship is
going.  At the last minute the tugs scoot
out of the way to keep from getting
crushed by the ship as it enters the
narrow lock.

Eventually the ship is lined
up for the canal entrance and
is hooked up by two lifelines
from the bow thrown to a
rowboat and is then carried
and thrown up to the waiting
locomotives (“mules”) on
each side of the ship.  Several
“mules” are used, depending
on the size and bulk of the ship,   from looking at the side
walls of the canal, it is evident that some of the ships literally
scrape their way up and down the sides as the water is raising
or lowering.  Once secure, the double set of doors at the lock
is closed.

The water level today raises the ships only 28 to 31 feet per
lock or a total of 87 feet in the series of three locks.  This raise
is very small compared to the Yellow River locks at Three
Gorges Dam in China which has just recently been completed.

Although the Panama Canal locks fill fast, maybe 8-12
minutes, it takes at least another 30 minutes to position the
ship into the lock first, and secure it to the “mules” which run
along side to position the ship in the lock but do not actually
pull the ship through.

Once the ship is in position, the second set of lock doors are
then opened, and the ship then moves under its own power
into the next lock, assisted again by the same “mules” which



keep it from scraping the dock sides.  The locomotives have
a cog railroad, as they have to climb 28 to 31 feet on each
lock.  The “mule” can’t let go of the ship during their climb
or else the ship would then scrape the side.

Our ship, the Zuiderdam (Holland American Line of Seattle)
was 106 feet side and had only 2 feet of clearance on each
side of the ship.  Really tight, and no scraping.  It was 980
feet long and barely fit into the 1000 foot lock.  We didn’t
touch the side of the canal once.

Out of the second lock, the same thing is repeated, and then
onto the third identical lock.  Oh, I forgot to mention that
there are parallel locks, so that two ships can go into the
locks at once, and generally two or more ships are in the
locks at the same time, both heading the same direction.  The
West Coast traffic goes in the daylight time of the day, and
the East Coast traffic goes at night.

At the conclusion of the first set of three locks, the ship
enters the Gatun Lake, a lake formed by a 1 ½ mile earth
dam built in 1914.  Gatun Lake, (much larger than Lake
Tahoe), is fresh water fed from mountain streams.  Only
fresh water is used in both sets of locks, and all the water
exits either to the Pacific or Gulf of Mexico.

The transit in Gatun Lake is about 35 miles, (50 miles total
from Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean), but during the
entire transit, the ships proceed slowly as to not create any
wake, to avoid destroying the shoreline which is some cases
is very close, and fragile.  Travel on Gatun Lake is
circuitous, through
numerous islands and
“Cuts”,

The Gatun Lake
terminates on the Pacific
side at the Pedro Miguel
lock which discharges
into the Miraflores Lake.
The Miraflores Lake then
discharges to the two
Miraflores locks.  All
locks are identical in size, 1000 ft x 110 ft.  Just prior to the
Pedro Miguel lock, ships pass through the famous 7.8 mile
long Gaillard (Cuelebra) Cut (which goes through the 85 foot
Continental Divide).  This was (in 1904) the single largest
“engineering” earthmoving project undertaken.

The Gaillard Cut, the narrowest point of the journey, it is
about the width of the Carquinez Bridge near Vallejo.  Also,
there is a sharp turn, hence only one ship at a time, with tugs
on both sides so that it can make its “weigh”.  This obstacle
is the limiting factor for ship traffic, as the locks themselves
could handle more traffic, but the “Cut” can’t.  The “Cut” is
being enlarged.

There are numerous islands, some waterfalls, and plenty of
birds and wildlife along the route.  The Panamanian

Government allows purchase and occupancy of the islands for
private use, although access is only through private boat.  It is
scarcely populated, hot, humid, and not a natural paradise, so
there is little population visible during the transit.  In the winter
it is not uncommon to rain 10 inches per week.

Once in the Miraflores locks, the scenery changes, as you are
now at Panama City, with its white hoses and red tile roofs.
Everything from shipboard looks very tidy, modern, and
productive.  The entire city services the Canal, collects revenue,
schedules shipping, etc.  Nice homes on the hills and Panama
City have been the site of movie sets in “Clear and Present
Danger”.  It is 10 miles inland from the Pacific Ocean.

Just about everyone on our ship was on deck to see Panama
City.  The weather was excellent, maybe 80F, a little humid, but
a great breeze, and slightly overcast sky which kept down the
heat.

The three Pacific side locks take about 3 hours to clear, at
which point it, the next stop is the Pacific Ocean.  Departing the
Panama Canal, there are dozens of freighters tied up in the river
awaiting their Eastward
passage during the night.

At several points nearing
the Pedro Miguel lock and
Miraflores locks, we saw
large excavations, huge

steam shovels (old term, but you now what I mean), large
haulpak trucks (Volvo), rock drills, each taking down the
mountain so enlarge the passage for ships.  Completion in 2014
will quadruple the capacity of the canal.

“Live” ship traffic can be watched on the website
pancanal.com.  It’s neat.

I hope that this little journey through the Panama Canal has
satisfied your wish for passage in case you don’t have the
chance to travel the Canal yourselves.

Respectfully submitted,
Eric and Muriel Lundquist
For Bay Area Horseless Carriage Club



Contributed by: David Pava
This is a little hard to read, but hope you enjoy it.





BAHCC General Meeting Minutes of
Wednesday, August 1, 2007

President Don Azevedo opened the meeting promptly at 7:30 P.M.
and thanked Charles Ebers for acting as the stand-in President and
conducting the July 2007 meeting.

The secretary was asked to dispense with the reading of the July
monthly meeting minutes and the membership voted to approve
them as printed in the Gazette.

Dave Pava gave the Club’s financial report  (a copy is filed in the
secretarial binder for reference) indicating that all bills are currently
paid and that the budget is balanced.

No guests were in attendance, but the new Mrs. Erika Kopman
passed a few wedding pictures around.  She and Ben will bring
everyone up to date at the next meeting when all of the family photos
will be available. Erika said the 1914 Model T is now garaged in
Berkeley and will soon be ready for touring.

In absence from the meeting, but still in our hearts - Don asked that
we observe a moment of silence for our “passed” friends - Ernie
Forbes, Max Pottle and Ed Hector.

Communiques:  The BAHCC received a donation check from Bill &
Roberta Augusto of Stockton, CA, in memory of Max Pottle.
Additionally, there was a letter from the Automotive Research
Library of the Horseless Carriage Foundation, Inc., acknowledging
the memorial contributions in the memories of Helen “Ernie” Forbes
and Max Pottle by the BAHCC.
Another notation about the HCC Executive Secretary’s move from
Oakdale to Bakersfield.  Paul Anthony outlined a few current topics
of interest - some by-law changes, the requirement for members
“comprehensive” insurance coverage,  rules re: trouble truck owners
insurance and the current 501-C (National) non-profit status.
Applications are now available for joining and touring with the
nickel era cars (see Don).

Birthday wishes were offered to: Bill Cassiday, Don Johnson, Mary
Lou King and Bill Brommer.  And Doug and Susan Durein and
Roger and Anna MacCallen celebrated their wedding anniversaries.

Bill Cassiday sent the Club Project Binder around for the member’s
review and update.
Susan Durein has sent a sympathy card to Rose Hector on behalf of
our BAHCC.
Bill Cassiday reported there was nothing new regarding authenticity
business.
Membership:  Please welcome new members Wes and Henrietta
Crowell who own a 1911 Cadillac.

Muriel Lundquist took a minute to discuss the status of our Gazette
business.  She described the options available to help offset the rising cost of
postal rates.  Members should write Muriel and confirm their choice = to get
a hard copy sent via regular postal mail or get their copy on their computer
email.  Also, we’ll probably need to increase the website file size to archive
the old newsletters. If you’d like to see copies from “other club” newsletters
- please let Muriel know- as they are easily available.
Past Tours:  Joe Sernach briefly reported on the Lodi Hillbilly Flatland Tour.
It included some beautiful countryside roads and the “dream estate” of Mr.
Padilla’s lake, waterfall and 1 / 5 scale train with two miles of track. A very
enjoyable one and two cylinder car tour.
Norm Schwartz described the Endurance Race from San Jose to the coast at
Half Moon Bay which included lunch and challenging hill runs involving 50
Model T speedsters ! Fast was the order of the day.
Dave Pava gave an overview of the Steamin’ Saturday Tour hosted by Fred
& Nancy Byl in Oakland and Bill & Kaaren Brommer in Castro Valley.

chronometers- wonderful boating timekeepers.  Tilden Park was the
next stop and a chance for everyone to ride on the real thing - a steam
train followed by a round house visit. Then a great road drive through
the hills, lunch at the Brommer’s with a wrap up seminar “all about”
steam bending.  There was a live demo and a take home fact sheet for
reference.  A good turn out of members and an enjoyable day for all.
Frank told everyone about the big Piedmont Centennial Celebration
Parade - as usual lots of folks out to march, play music, share their
antique cars and generally have a great fourth of July.   After the
“drive”, Club members headed down to Oakland to see Bob Rosen’s
garage collection.  Then the cars and passengers returned to John and
Carolee’s home for an extravagant picnic BBQ luncheon. And as a
special handmade treat there were Don’s snow cones.  Thanks to John
and Carolee for offering such a beautiful setting, nice company and
tasty food.  Doug Durein regaled us with his Dyke’s encounter with
the local stagecoach horse, and alas, it’s ending with some new glass
for the front headlight. Guess he (the horse) didn’t take kindly to being
replaced by a car !

Future Tours:  Reno - Hot August Nights; Byron Park retirement
group/lunch; Ice Cream Social in Gilroy; San Jose History Park in
September; Halloween -TBA.

Congratulations to John Morrison on his prestigious Lifetime
Achievement Award.  We’re very lucky to have such an accomplished
member as our touring friend. Read all about John’s activities in the
Piedmont Post article in the August 2007 Gazette.

Old Iron Projects:  Bill & Kaaren Brommer have officially started their
ground-up restoration project on their 1911 T Touring.  Family
members have long been waiting to “get a ride” with Grandpa in this
one.
Dave Pava announced that he will be selling his Cadillac and has a
serious list of potential new buys to replace it. See Dave for
purchasing info.
See Don Azevedo for info about the Tech Shop classes in Menlo Park,
CA. A great chance to learn and use some specialized equipment too.
For Sale: 1939 Standard Convertible, in Sacramento, English right
hand drive, basket case. $500.

Notes: Norm Schwartz mentioned that there will be a Garage Sale next
Saturday in Martinez - lots of old stuff. (see Norm for details).  And
his surprise French auto magazine find of a picture of Don Azevedo &
car ! Wow, our President really gets around.
Adria Schwartz reminded everyone that there is a new museum in
Martinez - a good place to visit.
Doug King asked, “Did you see that there is a $10 fee for the national
tour” ?
And Doug Durein said there would be an Antique Street Fair this
Saturday. Ask him for details.

Hospitality for the evening’s meeting furnished by Bill & Kaaren
Brommer.  Including speciality snow cones - handmade by Joyce and
Don Azevedo. Mmm good.
Entertainment: Tables of Interest -members have brought along some
of their favorite hobby items to share.
Car accessories, clothing, art work, books and antiques too.  Ask
questions and learn something new.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 P.M.
Minutes submitted by Kaaren Brommer,
 General Meeting Secretary 8/26/07

The Byl’s started the a.m. with a delicious brunch and then on to see
the compressed air / steam train in the garage and Fred’s collection of



BAHCC BOARD MEETING MINUTES FOR 6/20/07

President Don Azevedo called the meeting to order at 7:31
PM at the Sernachs’ home in Pleasanton.

The 5/16/07 board meeting minutes were approved as printed.

Treasurer Dave Pava passed out a financial statement as of 6/
20/07. He noted not much has changed from the last meeting
and that we are still running in line with the budget.

Communications—Joe Sernach shared that he received lots of
junk mail from scammers claiming to want to buy cylinders he
put on-line as for sale as part of his Paterson jugs project. He
also said he still has not heard back from outgoing National
Secretary Todd Miller’s office about the status of two
memberships being considered (Metais and Ogden), and that
he has received another membership request from Wes and
Henrietta Crowell (Johnny Crowell’s brother and sister-in-
law). Dave Pava moved, John Morrison seconded, and the
motion carried unanimously to approve Wes and Henrietta’s
membership request.

Authenticity Chairman Bill Cassiday provided correct
information on the appropriate lights and equipment for a
1911 EMF.

Hospitality Chair Joe Sernach said there was nothing new at
present.

Past Tours and Events—Doug Durein reported the Calistoga
Tour took in more funds than were spent. This was because
sign-ups were higher than expected and because there were
some unexpected areas of saving.  There are a few small bills
still to pay and so there was no final statement yet. There was
a discussion of the large amount of money spent by the Santa
Clara Club for the first night’s spread of  hors d’oeuvres.  It
was suggested that we rebate them $500 for part of the
amount they spent as we had many more participants on the
tour than they did, and that we also let them know we’d like to
scale down the hors d’oeuvres starting next year on the
Blossom Tour. We also discussed giving a rebate to all
registrations of $60 per registrant driver.

John Morrison moved we reimburse the Santa Clara Club
$500 and each registrant driver $60 as per the above
discussion. The motion was seconded by Joe Sernach and
passed unanimously.

Don reported on the Burlingame Parade, the Lodi Flat Land
Hillbilly 1 and 2 Cylinder Tour, and the Model T Endurance
Run (Santa Clara Valley), all successful events.

Future Tours and Events—Don mentioned the Steam Bending
Tour (Brommers and Byls), “Ernie’s Mass”,  “Max’s Tour”,
the Piedmont 4th of July Parade and Barbecue at the
Morrisons’, the Ice Cream Social, the Kelly Park event, the
Byron Park Tour, the Pumpkin Tour, and the Silver State Tour.

Old Business—None

New Business—It was moved the BAHCC make donations to
the Horseless Carriage Library Foundation in memory of Ernie
Forbes and Max Pottle. The motion was seconded and passed
unanimously.

Dave Pava reported that we anticipate postage costs to mail
will go up by about $1,000/year. The suggestion to ask
computer literate members to receive the Gazette
electronically was made.

Dave also said rent is higher, donations are up, and most costs
are on the rise..  Based on these factors there was a discussion
that a dues increase may become inevitable. The board felt it
would be important to begin to discuss this at general meetings
as well as having discussions of possible areas for cost savings
to help offset the current trend.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 PM to delicious treats by
Esther.

Respectfully submitted,

John Morrison, Board Secretary

Joyce and I recently attended Reno’s Hot August Nights
with my folks and found a few treasures at the swap meet
and antique shops.  I walked around the swap meet two
days and had a 3-inch button on my shirt that said “Like
Old Cars? Ask Me About Bay Area Horseless Carriage
Club”.  I was impressed with the number of venders that
responded to the question.  Most really didn’t know about
the HCCA.  I did tell them about the Nickel Era Registry
and was surprised with the interest that this new group
generated.  Vehicles in the teens and twenties really don’t
have a group with which they can really tour.  I will have
more of these buttons at the September meeting for those
that would like one.  Wearing these buttons is an easy
way to generate conversation with strangers and just
maybe new members for our club!

Like Old
Cars?

Ask Me About
Bay Area Horseless

Carriage

Club




